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OPINIONS OF TURKISH SOCIETY ON 
PHYSIOTHERAPIST CONSULTANCY FOR MATTRESS 
SELECTION: A QUALITATIVE FOCUS GROUP STUDY

ORIGINAL ARTICLE

ABSTRACT
Purpose: Numerous mattress manufacturers market their products as "orthopedic" with therapeutic 
capabilities, claiming that the right mattress can improve an individual's sleep and quality of life. In 
this qualitative focus group study, we aimed to investigate how customers see the mattress brand 
that provides physiotherapist support services and their experiences with mattress companies with 
different characteristics.

Methods: Fifty participants were selected from women between the ages of 20 and 60 who were 
married or in preparation for marriage, and who had purchased a mattress or were in the research 
phase. The group discussion rules were determined and shared separately in all five groups. The data 
were thematically analyzed using the framework analysis approach.

Results: Customers' perceptions about mattress brands and their thoughts on physiotherapist 
consultancy are understood by questions such as "what do you think about mattress brands?" and 
"what does physiotherapist consultancy for mattress selection mean to you?" These two themes will 
be presented and discussed. 

Conclusion: The physiotherapist consultancy was a service to satisfy consumer needs in terms of 
trust. An innovative service has been offered that can persuade the consumer to switch to the new 
and unknown New Brand. However, it is also possible that advertisements with health content, as 
previously experienced with other brands, have a negative effect on brand perception. For this reason, 
it may be more beneficial for the brand if physiotherapists who will work in the field act as life coaches 
rather than health professionals.
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YATAK SEÇİMİNDE FİZYOTERAPİST DANIŞMANLIĞINA 
İLİŞKİN TÜRK TOPLUMUNUN GÖRÜŞLERİ: NİTEL 

ODAK GRUP ÇALIŞMASI

ARAŞTIRMA MAKALESİ

ÖZ
Amaç: Çok sayıda yatak üreticisi, doğru yatağın kişinin uykusunu ve yaşam kalitesini iyileştirebileceğini 
söyleyerek ürünlerini tedavi edici özelliklere sahip "ortopedik yataklar" olarak pazarlamaktadır. Bu 
nitel odak grup çalışmasında, müşterilerin fizyoterapist destek hizmeti veren yatak markasını nasıl 
gördüklerini ve müşterilerin farklı özelliklerdeki yatak firmaları hakkındaki deneyimlerini araştırmayı 
amaçladık.

Yöntem: 20-60 yaşları arasında evli veya evliliğe hazırlanan, yatak satın almış veya araştırma 
aşamasında olan kadınlardan 50 katılımcı seçilmiştir. Grup tartışma kuralları belirlenmiş ve beş 
grupta da ayrı ayrı paylaşılmıştır. Veriler, “Çerçeve Analizi” yaklaşımı kullanılarak tematik olarak analiz 
edilmiştir.

Sonuçlar: Tüketicilerin yatak markalarına yönelik marka algılarının ve fizyoterapist danışmanlığına 
yönelik düşüncelerinin "yatak markaları hakkında ne düşünüyorsunuz?" ve "yatak seçiminde fizyoterapist 
danışmanlığı sizin için ne ifade ediyor?" gibi sorularla anlaşıldığını gördük. Bu iki tema katılımcılara 
sunulacak ve tartışılacaktır.

Tartışma: Fizyoterapist danışmanlık hizmetinin tüketicinin belirttiği güven ihtiyacına yönelik bir hizmet 
olduğu görülmüştür. Projede, tüketiciyi yeni ve bilinmeyen yeni markaya yönelmeye ikna edebilecek 
yenilikçi bir hizmet sunulmuştur. Ancak daha önce başka markalarda da yaşanmış olan sağlık 
içerikli reklamların markaya olumsuz bir hava vermesi de mümkündür. Bu nedenle sahada çalışacak 
fizyoterapistlerin sağlık profesyoneli kimliğinden ziyade yaşam koçu gibi hareket etmeleri marka için 
daha faydalı olabilir.
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INTRODUCTION

Sleep quality plays a crucial role throughout life. 
Good sleep can aid in the maintenance of a bal-
anced circadian cycle, lowering fatigue and enhanc-
ing physical recovery (1). Poor sleep quality can be 
attributed to a variety of environmental conditions, 
including temperature, light, noise, and the com-
fort of the mattress. It has been claimed that 7% 
of sleep difficulties are attributable to uncomfort-
able mattresses that put stress on the spine during 
sleep (2). Previous research has suggested that the 
type of mattress can alter sleep quality (3, 4). In 
another study, participants who slept on air mat-
tresses had a higher body temperature than those 
who slept on futons (5). In addition, Tonetti et al. 
discovered that expanded polyurethane-viscoelas-
tic mattresses are superior to regular spring mat-
tresses in terms of sleep onset latency and sleep 
efficiency (6).

To better comprehend the comfort of the human–
mattress interface, it is essential to recognize the 
impact of various mattress materials on com-
fort. It has been proposed that a mattress made 
of phase-change materials (PCMs) could enhance 
thermoregulatory performance. Compared to ordi-
nary mattresses, PCM mattresses can boost skin 
temperature by 0.3–1.0°C and linen temperature by 
0.2–1.6°C (7). Due to its intrinsic qualities, a mat-
tress incorporating PCM may provide enhanced 
comfort and heat transfer at the human–mat-
tress interface. It has been stated that the use of 
a breathable mattress with a high bounce feature 
can effectively prevent heat loss in the mattress 
and encourage restful sleep (8). There are further 
methods for enhancing the comfort of mattresses, 
including thermal blankets, water circulation sys-
tems, and thermoelectrically conditioned mattress-
es (9-11).

The importance of mattresses for sleep quality 
has been recognized in several studies, but there 
is no consensus on the ideal mattress design for 
relieving or preventing cervical or lumbar pain (12). 
The hardness of the mattress appears to be the 
most crucial factor, as it has been demonstrated 
in some studies that medium-firm mattresses can 
greatly alleviate back discomfort (13). Numerous 
mattress manufacturers market their products as 

“orthopedic” with therapeutic capabilities, claiming 
that the right mattress can improve an individual’s 
sleep and quality of life. Such statements, however, 
are not supported by solid evidence. Therefore, it 
is beneficial to provide physiotherapist advice on 
mattress brands in order to determine which mat-
tresses successfully alleviate or prevent back dis-
comfort. Thus, healthcare providers will be able to 
recommend the appropriate mattress type to cus-
tomers, thereby reducing or preventing back pain 
symptoms and improving their quality of life. In ad-
dition, the poor quality of numerous quantitative 
studies in the literature evaluating the best mat-
tress for preventing back pain and enhancing sleep 
and quality of life suggests that qualitative studies 
are required on this topic (14). 

There is no universally accepted or systematical-
ly evaluated model or guideline to help customers 
make consistent, transparent, customer-centered, 
and evidence-based decisions about choosing 
the right mattress. Consequently, there is a need 
to develop a more robust and open framework to 
assess the potential for establishing mattresses 
that customers will be comfortable with. For these 
reasons, we conducted a qualitative focus group 
study aiming to (i) examine customers’ opinions 
about existing mattress companies and (ii) explore 
what a physiotherapist consulting service means to 
them. In previous studies, there has been no study 
investigating the opinions and recommendations 
of physiotherapists, including for the selection of 
medical mattresses to protect health. This study is 
the first to investigate the potential effect of ad-
vice provided by physiotherapists on the customer 
population of corporate furniture companies.

METHODS

Ethical approval

The study was reviewed by the Çankırı Kara-
tekin University Research Ethics Committee on 
28.06.2022 and approval was granted (28/06/22-
26). Since the focus of the study and the main 
title of the ethical approval did not fully overlap, 
ethical approval was obtained for the main title of 
the subject on 10.10.2022 to investigate the eth-
ical relevance of the main hypothesis of the study 
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(10/10/22-28). It has been confirmed retrospec-
tively that it is ethically appropriate to report rou-
tine focus group meetings in scientific manuscripts. 
The study was conducted according to the Decla-
ration of Helsinki. Written informed consent was 
obtained from all participants prior to participation 
and they were all assured that they could withdraw 
their consent at any time without consequences.

Procedure

Qualitative research is ideal for dispelling custom-
ers’ mattress-related misunderstandings, because 
it provides direct access to people’s thoughts, al-
lowing them to openly voice their opinions on the 
topic. Focus groups promote group conversation 
through the use of open-ended questions and pro-
vide a large amount of data about how individuals 
make sense of the social world. Focus groups en-
able the production, maintenance, and sharing of 
knowledge that is socially shared through dynamic 
group conversations.

In August-September 2022, five focus groups were 
organized across Istanbul, Türkiye. In the research, 
the importance of the mattress in the lives of us-
ers, motivations for mattress selection, brand per-
ceptions, and shopping experiences were exam-
ined. Fifty participants were selected from women 
between the ages of 20 and 60 who were married 
or in preparation for marriage, and had purchased 
a mattress, or were in the research phase. Those 
with a monthly income of the participants equal 
to or less than three minimum wages were ac-
cepted as “lower-middle-income customers,” and 
those with a monthly income of more than three 
minimum wages were accepted as “upper-mid-

dle-income customers.” The group discussion rules 
were determined and shared separately in all five 
groups. It was emphasized that the discussions in 
the group should be kept confidential, and the par-
ticipants were asked to respect the experiences 
and opinions of others. The goal of these steps was 
to create an atmosphere where people felt safe 
talking about potentially sensitive topics and could 
freely express their opinions without fear of being 
castigated or uncomfortable. Research questions 
continued until the answers of the participants in 
each group were similar and consistent. The study 
was carried out at a market research center in Şiş-
li, Istanbul. Data collection from focus groups was 
carried out by expert marketers collaborating with 
Brand New.

Sampling

We utilized purposeful sampling to include a range 
of experiences, vocations, and perspectives. Sam-
pling and data collection were conducted simulta-
neously. In qualitative research, sample sizes are 
typically determined by the concept of data sat-
uration (15). Guest et al. discovered that 80% of 
analytic themes were uncovered in two to three 
focus groups and 90% in three to six groups. This 
indicates that a sample size of between three and 
six groups was sufficient to identify the majority of 
themes (16). The average size of a focus group is 
between six and ten individuals. In order to achieve 
a total sample size of 50, ten volunteers were re-
cruited for each of the five groups. The character-
istics of the focus group participants were defined 
(Table 1).

Table 1. Characteristics of the Focus Group Participants

Group Name Sex Age Social Status Marital Status

Focus Group 1 
(n=10) Female 40-60 High income, high education level Mixed

Focus Group 2
(n=10) Female 25-45 High income, high education level Married

Focus Group 3
(n=10) Female 25-45 Low income, low education level Married

Focus Group 4
(n=10) Female 20-35 High income, high education level Engaged

Focus Group 5
(n=10) Female 20-35 Low income, low education level Engaged

n: sample size
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Focus Group Analysis

The data were thematically analyzed using the 
framework analysis approach. The framework was 
reviewed by the study team to ensure that the re-
sulting codes or labels were grounded in and sup-
ported by the data. The research team consisted 
of physiotherapists and professional qualitative 
researchers. Professional qualitative researchers 
interpreting the qualitative data analyses then 
met with the physiotherapists. At this meeting, the 
results and the pervasive impact of these results 
were discussed.  Audio recordings of the interviews 
were listened to repeatedly alongside a review of 
field notes. The recordings were then transcribed. 
Initial analytical notes, key ideas, and impressions 
were generated. Two physiotherapists (CT and TD) 
read each line of the first two transcripts, applying 
the codes independently under the direction of the 
qualitative study researchers. The framework was 
reviewed by the wider study team to improve rigor. 
This process was conducted iteratively in parallel 
with further focus groups. CT analyzed the remain-
ing transcripts, developing new codes and inte-
grating these into the analytical framework until 
no new codes or themes emerged. The data were 
charted onto a matrix where each participant’s re-
sponses were listed under the themes and support-
ed with relevant verbatim excerpts to understand 
how themes were replicated or differed between 
transcripts. Quotes were presented from individual 
participants and group discussions that illustrated 
the essence of each theme. This process allowed 
the data to be explored across cases and themes 

and for the identification of disagreements and de-
viant cases (17).

RESULTS

It was observed that customers’ brand perceptions 
about mattress brands and their thoughts on phys-
iotherapist consultancy are understood by ques-
tions such as “What do you think about mattress 
brands?” and “What does physiotherapist consul-
tancy for mattress selection mean to you?” These 
two themes will be presented and discussed. The 
characteristics and descriptive identities of the 
mattress brands are shown in Table 2.

What do you think about mattress brands?

The participants answered this question different-
ly depending on their socioeconomic level. When 
shopping for mattresses, the upper-middle-class 
customers stated unequivocally that they pre-
ferred Brand B and Brand D products. In addition, 
this upper-middle-class customer class had a high 
tendency to shift to brands that they associated 
with expertise in mattress production. Finally, some 
of this group preferred Brand A to buy mattress-
es again, as they had bought Brand A mattresses 
previously, which was often preferred in the early 
stages of their marriage, and they were satisfied 
with this brand.

“I know that very special technologies are used in 
the mattresses. With the advice from a few friends, I 
researched these technologies in Brand D. They said 
it’s really comfortable and you don’t feel it when your 
partner moves because your side remains stable.” (Fo-
cus Group 4)

Table 2. Features and Descriptive Identities of the Mattress Brands

Name Features Client Profile Brand Identity

Brand A Trusted, qualified, but mattress is not 
their specialty

Low-middle class, dowry 
shoppers Traditional, old, reliable

Brand B Proven and well-known, specializing in 
mattress production

Middle-upper class, seeking 
expertise in mattresses Quiet, confident, elite

Brand C Proven and well-known, specializing in 
mattress production

People from all walks of life, 
trendy, modern

Crazy, innovative, 
dynamic, remembered for 
its advertising

Brand D Lesser known but expert in mattress 
manufacturing

Upper class, people who care 
about their health, are educated, 
knowledgeable

Cool, elite, expert

New Brand Newly established, but specialized in 
mattress production Not yet formed Not yet formed
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“Brand B has been a well-known and reliable brand 
for years. Brand C is a very innovative brand and is 
constantly developing new mattresses. I am undecid-
ed between the two brands.”

 (Focus Group 4)

“I’ve known Brand A since I was a kid. That’s why it 
gives me a first-class impression.”

(Focus Group 4)

“I think it is a great success that it came to mind 
when there are so many long-established mattress 
brands. If we can count Brand C alongside Brand B 
and Brand D, I think the company has taken the right 
actions.” 

(Focus Group 2)

Among the lower-middle-income customers, Brand 
A, Brand B, and Brand C were identified as trust-
worthy, while Brand D was not recognized by these 
customers. In addition, this customer group pre-
ferred Brand A, which enables dowry shopping, 
because they want to buy mattresses along with 
other furniture.

“I can only sleep on a soft mattress because of my 
condition. My fiancé prefers to sleep on a harder one. 
Brand C provided this. For example, half of it is softer 
and half of it is firmer... They can make double mat-
tresses like this.”

 (Focus Group 5)

“I think Brand A is better in terms of mattress bases 
and headboards, but Brand C is more successful in 
mattresses; I think it is the leading company.”

 (Focus Group 5) 

“I remember the Brand C commercial and the famous 
Turkish actress very well. But it doesn’t seem convinc-
ing to me. I don’t think that a famous actress uses 
Brand C.”

(Focus Group 5)   

“I think Brand B is shown in advertisements; it is in 
our lives. It is a very well-known brand. It is a brand 
that has proven itself, and it is a brand with a wide 
variety.”

(Focus Group 3)

“I wanted to buy Brand B for my son. Brand A was 

being sold very close to me. I saw that there was a 
very good discount there when I was passing by. A 
pillow was included as a gift. I’ll replace it after five 
years, if necessary.”

(Focus Group 3)

“Brand B and Brand D are good brands (Why are they 
not in your life enough?) It means they advertise less. 
So, they’re not very common... They don’t publicize 
themselves very well. Have you seen how Brand C 
peaked in 2-3 years?”

(Focus Group 3)

New Brand, on the other hand, was not remem-
bered by either customer group. Even when re-
minded about it, it is a brand that most people do 
not know or remember. Those who try to remem-
ber the brand spontaneously may have difficulty 
remembering its name. Spontaneous memories 
about New Brand:

- Has a store in Bostancı.

- It is blue.

- The ad was on TV.

After the spontaneous knowledge was recorded, 
the advertisement for New Brand about the phys-
iotherapist consultancy project was shown to the 
participants. Then opinions about physiotherapist 
counseling were collected.

What does physiotherapist consultancy for 
mattress selection mean to you?

Being able to choose a mattress in consultation 
with a physiotherapist helped consumers evaluate 
this brand, which they had not known about, posi-
tively. When the participants chose a mattress with 
the help of a physiotherapist, they thought that 
they had chosen the right one that was healthy 
and comfortable. Posture assessment by the phys-
iotherapist in the advertisement supports the idea 
of “the right choice” but, for some customers, how 
she will meet the different needs of her husband 
may remain a question mark. Some eliminate this 
question mark by believing that it will be a “cus-
tom-made mattress”. Although rare, there are 
those who perceive the advertisement as an en-
dorsement by a physiotherapist. In this case, the 
advertisement becomes unexceptional and does 
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not inspire confidence. 

A free physiotherapist consultation can result in 
the brand being perceived as “premium”. There is 
a tendency to believe that it will be expensive but 
worth the money as it will be a healthy and com-
fortable mattress. Meetings with the physiothera-
pist by appointment give confidence and support 
the perception of professionalism. The idea that 
the physiotherapist will take care of them individ-
ually appeals to customers. However, those who 
do not suffer from any health problems may find 
this process tedious or they may worry that they 
will feel pressured into buying after making an ap-
pointment with a physiotherapist. Physiotherapist 
support creates a “wow” effect for customers aged 
40–60. However, it may take some time for people 
around them to trust this brand that they have not 
heard of.

“I think that helping us through a physiotherapist 
gives people 100% confidence if it is done as a phys-
iotherapist rather than a sales consultant. Especially 
neck and low back pain are definitely present in one 
out of every two people.” 

(Focus Group 2)

“The music in the ad is beautiful as well as the proj-
ect. Like the Brand C commercial, this one will be im-
mediately memorable.”

(Focus Group 3)

“If New Brand didn’t trust its product, it wouldn’t have 
come up with a physiotherapist. I think he trusts the 
product because the company got the support of a 
physiotherapist. I guess people will choose their mat-
tresses according to their body structure. It will prob-
ably be in the form of a separate mattress for the old 
and a separate mattress for the young...”

(Focus Group 3)

“In a sense, this is getting advice from an expert. A 
professional who knows both your body and the fea-
tures of the mattress will help you choose the best 
one for your needs.”

(Focus Group 1)

“If it’s too expensive, I’ll be disgraced at the physio-
therapist if I can’t afford it. Everyone there says to 
me, “Why did you waste our time? Are we going to 

mess around with you? We brought a physiotherapist 
here. We paid money. Are we going to mess around 
with you?”

(Focus Group 4)

“I’ll make an appointment and then I’ll have to go to 
that appointment. If I have to cancel I’ll call back to 
say I won’t be able to come. These are very detailed 
things.”

(Focus Group 1)

 “Sounds like a mattress for neck and back pain.”

“I think it’s the mattress intended for us. Mattress for 
my body”

“It looks like the physiotherapists are going to pro-
duce a custom mattress.”

(Focus Group 4)

DISCUSSION

In this qualitative focus group study, the promi-
nent motivations of customers when purchasing 
mattresses were confidence, vitality, and enjoy-
ment. Due to the abundance of product variety, it 
is not easy for customers to choose suitable mat-
tresses according to these priorities. Choosing the 
right mattress has been found to be confusing for 
customers due to the variety. Therefore, the on-
line shopping option is not suitable for this target 
clientele. Moreover, according to our qualitative 
study results, since customers are not familiar with 
the terms used by the brand, they need an expert 
who is knowledgeable about both the product and 
human nature. This qualitative focus group study 
is the first to investigate customer opinions about 
the advice service provided by physiotherapists on 
mattress selection. According to the results of the 
study, the physiotherapist consultancy service was 
found to be a service to satisfy the need for trust 
mentioned by the consumer. An innovative service 
has been offered that can persuade the consum-
er to go for the new and unknown “New Brand”. 
However, it is also possible that advertisements 
with health content, as previously experienced with 
other brands, create a negative perception towards 
the brand. For this reason, it may be more benefi-
cial for the brand if the physiotherapists who will 
work in the field act as life coaches rather than 
health professionals. Karagözoğlu Coşkunsu et al. 
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revealed the difficulties faced by physiotherapists 
in finding a job in recent years and suggested that 
efforts should be made to solve the problem (18). 
Timurtaş et al. in their study on the feasibility of 
employing physiotherapists in primary health clin-
ics concluded that physiotherapists should have di-
rect communication with the community (19). The 
results of these studies show that physiotherapists 
have many opportunities in new fields of work, such 
as mattress selection consulting, that will directly 
help people and society.

Although Brand A is not a specialist in mattresses, 
it has been defined as a trustworthy brand due to 
its long history and being recommended in social 
environments. In particular, low-middle-income 
customers prefer Brand A because of its price ad-
vantages and special offers. Brand B and Brand D 
are seen by consumers as experts in mattress pro-
duction. Although Brand D is frequently preferred 
by high-income consumers, its high price can cre-
ate a barrier to purchase. Although Brand B is the 
longest-established company in terms of mattress 
production, it is not preferred by the consumer as 
much as before. Brand C stands out as the most 
popular brand in the most recent period. Although 
it is a relatively new firm, the fact that it is pre-
ferred by both socioeconomic classes indicates 
that it has achieved significant success. In addition, 
Brand C, unlike other brands, has emerged as the 
only brand that embraces the concepts of vitality 
and pleasure, not reliability. Although New Brand is 
still unknown, it will be able to compete with oth-
er companies in a short time, just as Brand C has 
done, especially with their physiotherapist consul-
tancy project. Moreover, according to the qualita-
tive data obtained, the physiotherapist consultancy 
project addresses the theme of trust rather than 
those of vitality and pleasure. This means that the 
brand executing the physiotherapist consultancy 
project can compete with companies considered 
more trustworthy with a fixed customer base to ex-
pand its customer base. This is an indication that 
instead of Brand C, which is on an upward trend, 
competition will be with companies that have al-
ready lost customers. However, although the phys-
iotherapist consultancy project is an innovative 
project that addresses the theme of trust, it may 
cause a misconception that it only appeals to the 

customer group at risk of health problems. In order 
to avoid this misunderstanding, New Brand should 
support this project with additional materials, and 
responsible physiotherapists should inform the 
public that this project is for healthy people. Greval 
et al. argued that one of the six themes that will 
shape the future in the marketing sector is health-
care technology (20). Healthcare has a long history 
of harnessing and integrating data from numer-
ous sources and using analytics to inform product 
offerings, recommendations, and the tailoring of 
patient experiences in order to increase client val-
ue. In this way, the changing healthcare landscape, 
spurred by technological advancements and legis-
lative changes, needs a marketing strategy as it 
transitions from a sector that offered patient care 
through episodic and reactive measures to one that 
relies on continuous and proactive evaluations (21). 
Physiotherapists need to integrate into the mar-
keting sector as soon as possible by working with 
mattress sales companies or other related compa-
nies, in order to keep up with the transformation 
in the health sector. Madan et al. investigated the 
basic profession-specific characteristics of physio-
therapists and found that the most important fea-
ture that needed to be developed was the “ability 
to work under pressure” (22). It is obvious that this 
employment area, where competition is intense, 
will contribute to this aspect of physiotherapists.

Some participants were hesitant to discuss their 
conflicting beliefs with other members of the 
group. This is the most important limitation of 
our focus group study. In addition, the sociode-
mographic characteristics of the individuals were 
questioned only verbally and categorically. This can 
also be an important limitation. As a result, con-
sumers’ views on brand perception may change 
over time. Mattress companies should express 
themselves through themes such as trust, vitality, 
and togetherness in order to achieve this change. 
The physiotherapist consultancy project of New 
Brand has seen a positive reaction among the pub-
lic, especially with the theme of trust, regardless 
of income levels. However, when the answers giv-
en by some focus groups were examined, negative 
opinions were also seen, such as that this project 
only served the unhealthy group or that the project 
service would take considerable time. If these mis-
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understandings are cleared up, it is likely that the 
public will adopt the physiotherapist consultancy 
project and meet the need for “expert help,” which 
is a big problem when it comes to mattress selec-
tion. In future studies, cost-benefit analyses should 
be put forward quantitatively, and these results 
should be supported by qualitative data showing 
the benefits provided by physiotherapists in differ-
ent fields, such as the furniture industry.
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